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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we generalize a former work recently pre- 

sented in the narrowband case of robust adaptive beam- 
forming via target tracking to the wideband domain. The  
original algorithm is applied to each frequency component 
of the signal in an Analysis/Synthesis scheme. The source 
tracking and localization are simply performed in one fre- 
quency selected with the minimum location misadjustment. 
A more complex combination of location estimates can be 
computed in a specific set of frequencies, with a relatively 
better performance. Simulation results confirm in both 
cases the efficiency of the generalized algorithm regarding 
source localization and noise reduction. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of wideband adaptive beamforming is to  
design a processing multi-input filter of the signals collected 
by an array of sensors; so as to  extract a desired source a t  
a known location in space and spectral band. The  filter 
coefficients of the adaptive beamformer are the-updated 
respectively to some crit,eria optimizing :.$e reduction of 
uncoherent jammers [l-31. It t,urns out however, that. the 
performance of adaptive beam forming severely degrades a t  
the presence of pointing errors [I,?]. 

To overcome the resulting phenomena of signal cancel- 
lation, some robust beamformers t.o location errors were 
proposed in the 1it.erature [4,5]. Their common idea is 1.0 
maintain a minimum antenna gain over an allowable do- 
main of location errors, a t  the expense of noise reduction 
efficiency. 

Recently in [3,6], the idea of st.eering vect.or searching 
and DOA estimation has been explored wit.11 the method of 
Correlation-Constrained hlinimization of Power (CChlP). 
In [?,8], we alternatively proposed a robust. adaptive beani- 
forming algorithm based on a t.arget tracking procediire in  
the narrowband case. The performalice analysis and siinu- 
lat,ions made in [ i-91 proved the capacity of the algoritlim 
to correct location errors, and even to track iiiobile sources 
with an efficient. noise reduction. 

In this paper, we generalize tlie proposed algoritliiii io the 
wideband case, and illustrate its efliciency by simulat.ion. 

The proposed scheme consists of applying t.lie Gcneral- 
ized Sidelobe Canceller (GSC) st.ruct ure as incorporiit.et1 in  
the algorithm of [7,8] l o  each frequency component of tlie 
input signals, using DFT’s over blocks of I samples and 
the Overlap S a w  (OLS) t~eclinic~uc for t.lie sy1it.1icsis. The 
st.eps invol \~ing t.arget t.rnc!iiiig and soiirce IociLlizat ioii i n  
t.Iie algorithm of [7,P] are simply perfornicd i n  one tr:icI;iiig 
frequency say f,, wliere tlic variance of 1ocat.ioi1 error is i r i i i i -  

imum. All the steering vectors at the remaining frequencies 
are driven by the estimate of the direction of arrival (DOA) 
a t  that frequency component f t .  Another alternative con- 
sists of optimally weighting a combination of location es- 
timates in a specific set of frequency components. It is 
shown to yield a better performance regarding the location 
misadjustment. The combined estimate improves to  some 
extent with the number of components. However, the set of 
selected frequencies should be restricted for computational 
complexity considerations. 

The  efficiency of the algorithm is confirmed by simula- 
tions in both schemes, with real signals recorded in a car 
acoustic environment. 

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
We consider the following model of wideband plane wave 
propagating signals received by a linear array at time t (see 
Figure 1): 

Figure 1. Serial to parallel and transform to the frequency 
domain of the observation signals. 

where -Yt is the m-dimensional observat.ion vector, sl is 
tlie desired wideband signal to be extract.ed, and N ,  is 
an addit.ive zero mean noise vector. C is the celerity 
and Z I , Z Z , ” . , Z , ~  are the seiisor positions. The  DOA 
dr E [-r/2, r/?[ is assuined 1.0 be slowly time varying i n  
coinparison to the variations of AT and s. TO,* and T , , ~  are 
respectively the h n e  delays from the source to  the array 
origin and the array sensors. As well, T,J ( i  = 0,1, ... m ) ,  N 
and s are assumed to be mutually independent. 

Lct us  define 1 . h  transfer funct.ion (i.e. st.eering vec- 
1 0 1 )  c, = [6 f - r i , , ,6 f - r2 . , ,  . . . , h , - 7 m , , ] T  between the emit- 
ted source s f  and tlie in-scnsor aiiteiina array. 011 condition 
t t i i i t  of I)c slowly tiiiie vatyiiig arid almost piecewise coii- 
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stant over a I-sample blocks division’, the Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) of Gt  can be written as foilows: 

Gf,n = F(Bn,f) for f = o , i / I , . . . ,  ( I -  ])/I , (3)  
- - e - J 2 * ~ a , n f [ e - - l v n ~ s l ,  e - J Y n f = ?  , ,  , , , e-J’nfsm 1 3  

where the subscripts f and n denote the DFT of the in- 
dexed quantity respectively a t  the normalized frequency f 
and the block iteration n. F is a parameterizing function of 
the plane wave propagation model where 8, = [Yn  TO,^] . 
U, = A is the wavenumber at the normalized sam- 
pling frequency. Pxfro , ,  represents the phase delay from 
the origin to  within about an integer multiple of 17, and is 
obviously restricted to [0,27[. 

Taking now the DFT of the observation signals, we can 
transpose the problem to the narrowband case as follows 
(see Figure 1): 

T 

Xf,n = Gj,nsj ,n  + A’!,,. (4) 

Hence, we are able to  apply the algorithm presented in [7,8] 
at each frequency component, as shown in the following 
section. In this case, the estimated frequency components 
allow the synthesis of the desired signal in the time domain, 
using the OLS technique with overlapping blocks. 

We finally assume that  a possibly erroneous approxima- 
tion of Bo,  say Bo, is initially provided either by an approx- 
imate a priori guess, or by a given localization technique. 

’ 
‘ Source Tracking 

3. WIDEBAND ROBUST ALGORITHM 
For wideband robust adaptive beamforming, we can apply 
the simple algorithm described in the narrowband case to 
each frequency component of the input signals. 

As we stated in the previous section that  the DOA dt is 
slowly time varying, we can use the steering vector G~,,,-I 
a t  the block iteration n, to  adaptively estimate the desired 
signal component S f , n  at the frequency f .  Using the GSC 
structure, the beamforming unit can be summed up by the 
following steps (see Figure 3): 

Adjustment .Estlm&d 

Notice in Figure 2 that  the estimat.es of t.lie 1ocat.ion parain- 
eters should be supplied to the beamforining unit. These 
paramet.ers are actually estiniat.ed in  a LhlS-like tracking 
and localization procedure, which corrects the st.eeriiig vec- 
tor and adjusts the location parameters adaptively. 

However, this procedure described in [’i,P] is simply per- 
formed for one tracking frequency, say fl. The correspond- 
ing est.imates are then forwarded 1.0 t.lie Lwamforiniiig ui1it.s 

at the remaining frequencies. 

’ I  is assumed to be large coinpared to the \ V ~ V ~ ~ O ~ I I  ( r a i i s i ~  
time across the array sensors. 

. 

In equation (9) denoted by LMS-like, we adaptively track 
tnd  correct the steering vector into an intermediate variable 
GI, ,n. This variable is not necessarily parametrized by the 
propagation modelling function F .  Hence, we extract the 
location parameters in equation (10) in a projection step. It 
could be interpreted as a linear regression of GI,,, compo- 
nents over the sensor positions z,, where bit,,, and +I,,, are 
to  be considered respectively as the slope and the constant 
of tlie required linear relation. 

Eventually, we reconstruct the steering vector for the next 
iteration as follows: 

where P, is equal at. present 1.0 fit,.,,. Obviously, it is not 
possible to identify the time delay ro,,, in a passive detec- 

1.0 remove tlie constant part of t,he linear regression and 
properly extract fi,>. Then we set. to a constant time 
delay a, possibly negative, so as to make the steering unit 
step with G f n  causal for the wideband synthesis. It should 
be noted t.hat. this const.ant does not. affect. in any way the 
procedures presented above. In practice, we select the time 
delay const.ant. f o  = -w (wr select 1 s.t. I >> TO) .  

The estimated signals in  tlie frequency domain are fi- 
ndly transformed to the time domain, using an inverse DFT 
( IDFT)  iii an OLS syiitliesis sclienie. 

tion of plane wave signals. However, we first estimate it 
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4. TRACKING FREQUENCIES SELECTION 
In the performance and convergence analyses made in [i,9], 
we proved that  the DOA estimate is unbiased at any fre- 
quency. M'e also computed its covariance in the case of 
spatially diffuse noise, which is given at  the frequency f by: 

where U; = E [ J Y , + ~  - vn12] is the variance of the random 
walk of the location parameter, and where ai7,, and U:,, 

are respectively the spectral densities of the noise and the 
source at the frequency f .  

Hence, a simple criterion is to select the tracking fre- 
quency with the minimum variance U: over the whole fre- 
quence band. In this case, the expression of t.he variance 
in equation (13) shows that this frequency can be selected 
respectively to some different conditions. 

For instance, ft can be chosen in a frequency band where 
the signal to  noise ratio (SNR) is high enough, and wltere 
the energy of the source is omnipresent in time. It can be 
also chosen in the high frequency band where the antenna 
aperture and a; are smaller. This allows the separation of 
close sources in the case of double talk, or in the presence 
of close jammers. Alternatively, it  can be rather selected in 
the low frequency band where the locking range is higher, 
to enable the correction of relatively high DOA errors. 

A weighted optimal combination of DOA estimates in a 
set of tracking frequencies can be performed to  improve t,he 
localization. 

To do so, we first assume that  the localization errors at 
the different frequencies are independent. In this case, a 
linear optimal combiner can reduce the covariance of the 
estimat,ed location parameter Y, as follows: 

where ft possibly ranges over the whole frequency band. I t  
is then straightforward to  show t.he following inequa1it.y: 

(15) 
1 

Cov(t,) = - 5 a;, v f t  * E,, 
h4ore complex criteria taking into account tlie spectral 

nonst.at,ionarities in time of t,lie source and noise signds can 
be introduced, to optimally combine tlie 1ocat.ion est.iiiiat.ors 
over t.lie frequency band. In such case, t.lie est,iniat.es are 
combined so as 1.0 cont.inuously make tlie best. est.imators at. 
a given block compensate for the worst, and vice versa. 

Equation (15) shows that  the covariance of tlie cornbilird 
location estimate decreases with the number of t rackiitg fre- 
quencies. This enhancement in location misadjustment. is 
however limited to some ext.ent, basically at tlie low fre- 
quencies wltere a3 is relatively high. Hence, the significant. 
increase in computational load is not worth select.ing a Iiigli 
number of trackiiig frequencies, for a subst.aiit id iirt prove- 
ment in  location errors. I n  tliis case, a si~bopt~iinal com- 
bination of locabioii es1iiiiaLt.s i l l  a litni1.ed se1 of triicklilg 
frequencies could be made, w i t h  a sat.isfactory resolution ol 
localizatioii and a reasonaide cotiipu t.atioual load. 

5.  SIMULATION RESULTS 
To illustrate the efficiency of the present algorithm, we con- 
sider a linear equidistant antenna of 8 sensors and a planar 
waves pro6agation model of speech sources. The  desired 
signal is a speech sentence of a female speaker repeated 
twice (see Figure 7-a). It is corrupted a t  a mean SNR of 5 
dB, by a car noise recorded at a standstill with the engine 
on (see Figure 7-b). All the signals are lowpass filtered to 
fmoz = 4 K H z ,  then sampled a t  fs = 8 KHz.  The spacing 
between sensors is d = *, and the tracking frequency is 
selected a t  ft z 2 KHz. 

65 

Figure 4. The proposed algorithm corrects the error, while the 
classical GSC maintains the steering at the erroneous DOA. 
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Figure 5 .  As soon as speech is uttered, location errors are 
reduced to a very small range of 

Started with a DOA error as high as 20 deg, Figure 4 
shows that  the proposed algorit.lim is able to  localize the 
speaker and to  maintain the beamformer in the speech DOA 
as soon as the speech is utt.ered. Figure 5 shows that local- 
ization error is reduced to a range of 10-2 deg and remains 
stable i n  periods of silence. 

The high resolution of 1ocalizat.ion gained by the proposed 
algorit.lim enables tlie beamformer to properly extract the 
speecli source as shown in Figure 6-d. On the other hand, 
classical GSC maintains the steering in the erroneous DOA 
arid causes a severe degradation of the speech as it is con- 
sidered as a jammer (see Figure 6-c). 

\ye not.ice i n  Figure 5 that. both algorithms have the same 
pdornial icc  during tile first period of silence. Total distor- 
t,ioli i i icrc-ises during speecli utterance, due to the beam- 
fortncr adaptatioti CO tlic rionstationarities of the signal. In  
the case ofclassical GSC, the array gaiii is amplified outside 

deg. 
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Figure 6. a: original speech, b: noisy speech a t  the 4‘h sensor, 
c: output of classical GSC, d: output of proposed algorithm. 

the speech DOA, so as to cancel the speech and to  main- 
tain a unit gain in the erroneous direction. This has the 
effect of degrading the noise reduction even in periods of 
silence, while the proposed algorithm maintains the same 
performance. 

We finally tested the algorithm in t,he case of multiple 
tracking frequencies. We selected three frequencies a t  2.03, 
2.16 and 2.29 KHz. Figures 4 and 5 show that  the perfor- 
mance of localization improves regarding the misadjustment 
and convergence time. This is actually due to the diversity 
brought by the estimators at the different frequencies. How- 
ever, we notice that  signal dist.ortion and noise reduction are 
not enhanced significantly with the tracking in multiple fre- 
quencies, as the  localization in one simple frequency is high 
enough. 

6 .  CONCLUSIONS 
We described in t.his paper t.he generalizat.ion we have made 
of a former work recently present,ed on robust. adapt,ive 
beamforming via target tracking, to the wideband case. 

This generalization is performed in the frequency do- 
main, using DFT’s and the OLS technique in an Anal- 
ysis/Synthesis scheme. Robust adaptive beaniforming is 
applied a t  each frequency bin, to estimate the source sig- 
nal components at. the corlespoiidi~ig frequeiicies. In 1 . 1 1 ~  

first place, source t.racking and DOA estimation are simply 
performed in one tracking frequency. The  corresponding 
DOA estimate is then forwarded to  each st.eering unit ,  to 
adaptively drive the beamformers a t  the diffcrent frequeiicy 
components in a master-slave structure. 

We also gave the expression of misadjust.nient. at. a given 
frequency, and confirmed some of t.lie intui t ive expect ;rt.ioiis 
regarding the best. choice of tlie tracking frequency. 111 
addition, we proved tlie t.racking s1.e)) ill a scleci.ed set of 
frequencies 1.0 improve I l i t .  1ocat.ioii est.iniiit ion, to S U I I I C  CS- 

I 
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Figure 7. Total distortion i n  d B  E[lst -itl’], for classical GSC 
and the proposed algorithm. 

tent however, due to  the resulting increase in computational 
load. 

We finally illustrated by simulations the efficiency of the 
generalized algorithm in source localization and noise re- 
duction, in a car acoustic environment. 

At present, we are studying the generalization to the near 
field propagation model, successfully tested in the narrow- 
band case. In parallel, we are investigating about the ca- 
pacity of the present algorithm t o  be directly implemented 
in the time domain. 
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